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wire tech 100®

Clean lines – simply more sales
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Clean lines – practical – enticing: wire tech 100®

Your products in the customer‘s 
line of sight

 � e clean, practical design of the wire tech 100 system 
deliberately takes a back seat, ensuring the customer 
focuses on what is really important: your products. Th is 
increases product density and underpins the clean and clear 
overall impression of your shop.
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  Th e puristic shop solution with outstanding functionality

  Superior hygiene thanks to jointless system design

  Quick assembly and conversion without the need for tools

  Quality_MADE BY WANZL
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wire tech 100® – for a strong atmosphere

 wire tech 100 presents goods with clean lines. Th e 
high-quality system provides the perfect basis for shops 
that are a cut above average: by ensuring an excellent 
overall experience, ambience, quick orientation and an 
enticing presentation of goods.

Th e sophisticated system design off ers crucial advantages, 
with one major benefi t being the hygienic aspect. Th e joint-
less system design prevents the accumulation of dirt and 
makes cleaning a piece of cake. A further advantage is the 
rapid assembly and conversion without the need for tools, 
saving you considerable time and money. 

Wall shelf
with lattice back panel 
and wire shelves

Gondola with 
head unit
with lattice back panel 
and wire shelves

Gondola with 
straight end element
with sheet metal back panel 
and wire shelves

Gondola with 
180° end element
with chip board back panel 
and wire shelves

Gondola with 
straight end element
with fi ne mesh back panel 
and wire shelves
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Simply expressive

 An innovative store design that provides a unique 
shopping experience is rounded off  by the perfect surface 
fi nish of the shelving system. wire tech 100 comes in an 
exceptional range of fi nishes and colours and features 
high quality coating, making it extremely durable with gua-
ranteed quality_MADE BY WANZL. 

With wire tech 100, the benefi ts are two-fold. Th e exten-
sive range of surfaces and colours ensures perfect integra-
tion into your design concept. Added to this is the excepti-
onal quality of the coating, which combines a high degree 
of resistance, ease of cleaning and durability – this is 
quality_MADE BY WANZL.

A system and fi nish providing the perfect stage

1 Pure white 9010 fi nish

2 Zinc-plated fi nish

3 Anthracite metallic 7097 fi nish
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Lattice back panel, wire shelves

Sheet metal back panel, sheet metal shelves

Magnetic foil back panel, glass shelves

Chip board back panel, wooden shelves

Fine mesh back panel, glass shelves

More variety – more presentation options

Eff ective combination of materials

 wire tech 100 off ers a large number of impressive pre-
sentation options made from the highest quality materi-
als. Th is means you can provide the optimum stage for 
your goods, while at the same time ensuring perfect coor-
dination with the overall shop design.

Th e clean and clear wire tech 100 upright can be com-
bined with wire, mesh, sheet metal and wooden back 
panels and with wire, glass, wooden and sheet metal shel-
ves. And for individual requirements, there is of course 
always a customized solution with wire tech 100. 
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Finished in a fl ash!

 Th e Click wire shelf perfects the wire tech 100 fi tting 
system. Quick hanging and re-hanging, extremely high 
safety, loading capacity and stability – that is quality_
MADE BY WANZL.

Click wire shelves feature a unique delicate design. Th anks 
to strict quality specifi cations for the welded joints and the 
optimum combination of wire gauges and fl at steel design, 
Wanzl wire shelves set the benchmark in terms of stability. 
wire tech 100 can handle even the heaviest of loads with 
no bending whatsoever. Th e shelves give you a 100% 
safety guarantee. 

Th e shelf bracket can be connected to the wire shelf with 
a simple . Th is ensures everything is securely in 
place – the shelves in the shelf brackets and the shelf bra-
ckets in the uprights. 

Th e simple handling saves considerable time, as the shel-
ves can be hung, removed and rearranged perfectly in just 
a few simple steps. 

 Quick and easy “click” assembly

 Rapid hanging and re-hanging of 
 the shelves thanks to the strong  
 connection between the shelf  
 bracket and the shelf

 High product safety

 Excellent loading capacity

Th e trick with the click
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wire tech 100® wire shelves – your goods 
in the spotlight

For higher product density and 
increased sales

 Despite their excellent loading capacity and stability, 
Wanzl wire shelves are extremely delicate. Like the right 
frame for an oil painting, wire tech 100 focuses the gaze 
of customers towards the most important thing: your pro-
ducts. wire tech 100 places your product range in the spot-
light: the wire shelves make gaps between the goods visu-
ally disappear. If an item is missing, the light and the atten-
tion of the customers automatically fall on the shelf below. 

In contrast to conventional sheet metal shelves, Wanzl 
wire shelves do not become scratched or dented over time. 
With wire tech 100, your customers will see perfectly 
maintained surfaces, even after several years.  

  Gaps between the goods simply 
disappear – the high product density 
remains

 If there are gaps between goods, the 
 light simply falls on the shelf below

 Fewer scratches or dents – 
 “like new” for longer
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Everything arranged in perfect order

For the ultimate shopping experience

 Clearly structured and innovative – these are the trade-
marks of wire tech 100. All attention is focussed on the 
goods, presented cleanly and clearly. Wooden surrounds 
in different colours and finishes serve to highlight particu-
lar products. A visually tantalising wall and ceiling design 
complements the varied presentation of goods with wire 
tech 100 to form a successful shop concept.

SHOP SOLUTIONS | SYSTEMS | WIRE TECH 100
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Enticing schemes

Delightfully presented

 Every product needs its own stage. wire tech 100 
provides the perfect base for this: a system that presents 
goods in a clear and appealing way for customers, thereby 
creating new desires and increasing sales. Th e range of 
formats, combined with a variety of materials and the 
innovative interior design create inspiring consumer 
experiences for that crucial increase in revenue.  

SHOP SOLUTIONS | SYSTEMS | WIRE TECH 100
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Shop design – charmingly appealing

Maximum shopping convenience

 Focussed product presentation reinforces your particu-
lar product range. Whether fi ne and delicate, baroque or 
loud and trendy, engaging emotional images greet custo-
mers and help put them in the right mood for their visit to 
your shop. Excitingly arranged focal points invite them to 
take their time and try out products. 

Clear zoning and ease of orientation makes shopping a 
comfortable, stress-free experience for your customers, 
creating the optimum conditions for greater sales! High 
quality and long-lasting materials as well as a clear shop 
layout with plenty of space create maximum shopping 
convenience for your customers. 
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Space staging with style

Clean lines in a stylish setting

 With wire tech 100, each product range can be presen-
ted to optimum eff ect – on a gondola in the middle of the 
room or on a shelf on the wall. Th e clean shapes sit in per-
fect harmony with stylish spaces including pillars, round 
arches and moulding. High-class materials and colours for 
ceilings, walls and fl oors ensure the ultimate feel-good 
eff ect for your customers. 
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Effi  cient boosting of sales: wire tech 100®

Rapid assembly and conversion

 Th e quick assembly of wire tech 100 without the need 
for tools means that the shop will be ready to open sooner, 
and really comes into its own when making alterations. 

By implementing wire tech 100 in your stores, opening 
day will come round even quicker, saving you considerable 
time and labour costs. Th is pays considerable dividends on 
the shop fl oor – not least due to the long service life of 
the system.

wire tech 100 upright

wire tech 100 bracket – 
the quick and secure 
connection for back panels

wire tech 100 can be constructed 
in a matter of minutes without the 
need for tools.

SHOP SOLUTIONS | SYSTEMS | WIRE TECH 100
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wire tech 100® – enabling you to plan!

Systematic revenue growth

 Because all shop concepts and applications are diff erent, 
the wire tech 100 system comes in variants to suit all 
requirements.
Th is page shows just a small selection of the typical con-
struction modules. Th e complete range provides a multi-
tude of further individual design options. 
So why not let us devise a concept for you?

wire tech 100 is of course available in a range of fi nishes, 
colours and coatings. 

Top shelf end element 180° end element Straight end element

lattice fi ne mesh magnetic fi lm acrylic

wire shelf glass shelf wooden shelf sheet metal shelf

625 axis 1000 axis 1250 axis 1333 axis

Selected components

Axis dimensions

Gondola end elements

Back panels

chip board sheet metal

Head unit end element

LED lighting LED back panel LED shelf
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Greater space effi  ciency with wire tech 100®

Centrally mounted back panel

More sales space

More sales space with wire tech 100®

with centrally mounted back panel

13% more 
sales space

Less sales space with a conventional shelf
with front-mounted back panel Unused space

Central back panel creates more 
sales space

 It takes space to present merchandise attractively.
wire tech 100 gives you greater space effi  ciency over 
other sales systems. Given the rising surface area prices 
in the retail sector, this pays off  for every sales area. 

Th is is how it works: Th e centrally mounted back panel in 
wire tech 100 puts your available space to optimum use. 
Where conventional shelving systems with front-mounted 
rear panels left space unused, wire tech 100 creates 
space for more merchandise and your turnover!
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Wanzl Metallwarenfabrik GmbH
Rudolf-Wanzl-Straße 4
89340 Leipheim

Phone +49 (0) 82 21 / 7 29-0
Fax  +49 (0) 82 21 / 7 29-1000

info@wanzl.de
www.wanzl.com




